
STA 532: Theory of Statistial InfereneRobert L. WolpertDepartment of Statistial SieneDuke University, Durham, NC, USA5 Bayesian & Objetive EstimationChapter 11 in our text on Bayesian Analysis is a weak point of the book All of Statistis (Wasser-man, 2004); for better aounts see any of Berger (1985); Gelman et al. (2014); Ho� (2009) or Press(2003).The Bayesian approah to statistial inferene uses the language and tools of probability theoryto desribe all unertain features, both observable quantities like X � f(x j �) and parameters� 2 �. While this approah supports the use of subjetive interpretations of probability (likeWasserman's example onerning Einstein's beverage hoie in 1948 or, more importantly, Silver'spreditions of presidential eletion results and sports outomes, or the apital management suessof Bayesian investment ompanies like BEAM, LLC), it doesn't require them| it simply provides aoherent struture for reeting all unertain aspets of a sienti� problem, and for building tests,estimators, and other statistial tools whose performane may be evaluated using any riteria,objetive or subjetive or otherwise.Risk & EstimationSuppose we hoose to model unertainty about an observable quantity X with a parametri modelff(x j �) : � 2 �g, and that we wish to estimate the value of � 2 � that generated the data.The most ommon way to quantify the error of an estimator T : X ! � of a parameter � � � � R
kis through \squared error risk" R(�;T ) := E���T (X)� ���2;the expeted squared Eulidean distane between T (X) and �| or, in the one-parameter ase, thesquared absolute value of the error. Typially this will depend on the value of �; for example, theMLE estimator Tn(X) = �Xn of � > 0 for a random sample of size n from the Po(�) distributionhas risk R(�;Tn) = �=n.In a Bayesian approah with prior distribution � � �(�) it is natural to onsider the average riskr(�;T ) := Z�R(�;T )�(�) d� = E��T (X)� ���2;where now the expetation is with respet to both X and �. The estimator T (x) that minimizesthis risk over all possible estimators is easily seen to be the posterior mean ��n(X) = E[� j X℄, siner(�;T ) = E��[T (X)� ��n(X)℄ + [��n(X)� �℄��2 = E��T (X)� ��n(X)��2 + E����n(X) � �℄��2 � r(�; �̂n):1



STA 532 Week 5 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 5 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 5 R L WolpertThus the most ommon Bayesian estimator is the posterior mean. A similar alulation using themore daring mean absolute risk R(�;T ) = E���T (X) � ��� would have led to the posterior median��n(X). A little more generally, the point estimate that minimizes expeted risk for asymmetri lossE�[l(T (X) � �)℄ with l(z) = jzj+ �z is the  = �1+�2 �th quantile z of the posterior distribution.Risk & DeisionsMore generally, the deision theory perspetive on inferene is to make one of a persribed lass ofpossible deisions in a way that minimizes some measure of badness alled \loss". The setting is:Parameter spae � Set of possible values � labeling possible data-generating dis-tributionsLikelihood funtion f(x j �) The pdf for X at x 2 X , for a spei�ed � 2 �Outome spae X Set of possible values x of random variable XAtion spae A Set of possible ations aLoss funtion L(a; �) Funtion A � � ! R quantifying badness of ation a 2 Afor data generated by pdf with � 2 �Within this struture we onsider various possible deision rules Æ : X ! A, with the interpretationthat \upon observingX = x, take ation a = Æ(x)". The badness of suh a deision rule is quanti�edby its \risk funtion" R(�; Æ) = E��L(Æ(X); �)�for � 2 � and, for a prior distribution with density �(�) on �, its expetation under �, the \Bayesrisk" r(�; Æ) = Z�R(�; Æ)�(�) d� = E�L(Æ(X); �)�where now the expetation is taken over the joint distribution for X and �, with pdf �(�) f(x j �).Point estimation of � 2 � � R
k under squared-error loss is the speial ase in whih the ation andparameter spaes oinide, A = �, and L(a; �) = ka� �k2. Earlier we found that the deision ruleÆ that minimizes expeted loss is the posterior mean, Æ�(x) = E[� j X = x℄. In a homework exeriseyou will verify for point estimation in k = 1 dimension under absolute error loss L(a; �) = ja � �jthat the posterior median Æ(x) = M suh that P[� � M(x) j X = x℄ and P[� � M(x) j X = x℄both exeed 1=2 has minimal Bayes risk. It's not hard to show that for � > 0 the minimizer ofL(a; �) = 1fja��j>�g is the enter of the interval [a� �; a+ �℄ with the greatest posterior probabilityof ontaining �| this is the \HPD" interval of length 2� and size  = 1� r(�; Æ�). It onverges as�! 0 to the \MAP" (maximum a posteriori) estimator, the mode of the posterior distribution.For another example: If �0 � � is any subset, l0; l1 are any positive numbers, and A = f0; 1g withloss funtion L(a; �) = 8><>:0 a = 0 and � 2 �0 or a = 1 and � =2 �0l0 a = 0 and � =2 �0l1 a = 1 and � 2 �0representing ost a for making an inorret deision a about whether or not the \hypothesis"Page 2Page 2Page 2



STA 532 Week 5 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 5 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 5 R L Wolpert� 2 �0 is true, the optimal Bayes deision isÆ(X) = (0 if P[�=2�0jX℄P[�2�0jX℄ � l0l11 if P[�=2�0jX℄P[�2�0jX℄ > l0l1 = 1fP[�2�0jX℄�l0=(l0+l1)g;so the Bayesian approah is to \rejet" this hypothesis if its posterior probability is below thethreshhold l0=(l0+ l1). For the symmetri loss ase l0 = l1 the Bayes solution is to selet whiheverof \[� 2 �0℄" or \[� =2 �0℄" has higher posterior probability, but asymmetri losses will alter thethreshhold for rejeting �0.Admissibility of Bayes RulesLet �(�) be a proper prior density on � and let L(a; �) be a loss funtion suh that for eah �the funtion L(a; �) is stritly onvex in the argument \a". Under some regularity onditions (seeounter-example below) this will guarantee the existene of a unique Bayes deision rule Æ� thatminimizes r(�; Æ) over all deision funtions Æ : X ! A, namely,Æ�(x) = argmina2A Z� L(a; �)�(� j X = x) d�Any suh rule must be admissible, for if S(X) were a ompetitor that satis�ed(8�)R(�; S) � R(�; Æ�)then upon multiplying by �(�) and integrating it would also satisfyr(�; S) � r(�; Æ�);so it too would be an optimal Bayes rule for this problem and, by uniqueness, would satisfyS(x) = Æ�(x) for almost-every x 2 X under f(x j �) for almost-every � 2 � under �(�). SO, anyestimator that is not a Bayes estimator has everywhere higher risk than some Bayes estimator.In partiular, (proper) Bayes estimators for squared-error loss are always admissible, and that forabsolute error loss will be admissible if the posterior distributions have a unique median. Evidentlyposterior distributions whose median is not unique o�er an example where the Bayes rule (forabsolute-error loss) isn't unique either. For more details see Brown (1971, 1975).Objetive Prior DistributionsThis solves the question of how to hoose an estimator one the likelihood and pair distributionare hosen. In problems where it is appropriate to use expert opinion or past experiene and inwhih these are available the problem is simple1, but how do we hoose �(�) when we need to beobjetive?Let's illustrate that the tempting approah of using uniform or \at" densities (pioneered by Bayesand Laplae) isn't ompletely satisfatory.1well, not as simple as it sounds| experts are notoriously over-on�dent about their prior opinions. A great dealof researh has been done on good and bad ways of \eliiting" prior distributions from interviews with experts; askme for referenes if you're interested, or Google \Kahneman and Tversky" or \eliiting prior distributions".Page 3Page 3Page 3



STA 532 Week 5 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 5 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 5 R L WolpertThe suess probability p for iid Bernoulli trials fXjg an be written as p = exp( )=[1+exp( )℄ forsome log odds  = log � p1�p�, with �1 <  <1; this is often done in logisti regression when wewant to explore the relationship between p and some unbounded explanatory variable, by settingpi =  (� + �Zi) for unertain �; �. OR, the suess and failure probabilities might be written asthe squared sine and osine of some angle, p = sin2(!), (1 � p) = os2(!), for ! 2 [0; �=2℄ givenby ! = artanpp=(1� p) = arsinpp. We ould express ignorane about the Bernoulli trials bygiving a uniform prior distribution to any one of p, or  , or !. Whihever one we pik, however,the others will not have at prior distributions due to the Jaobian of the transformations from pto  or !.The problem isn't very extreme, however| you an show (it's a good exerise) that these hoiesall lead to similar symmetri Beta Be(�; �) prior distributions for p, with � = � = 1 for the uniformp � Un(0; 1) = Be(1; 1); with � = � = 1=2 for the arsin distribution with ! � Un(0; �=2); and withthe improper � = � = 0 (i.e., p � p�1(1� p)�11(0;1)(p)) for the logisti  � Un(R). The posteriordistributions �(p j X) = Be(� +X;� + (n �X)) and posterior means p̂n = (X + �)=(n + � + �)are indistinguishable so long as there are at least several suesses X and failures (n�X).Je�reys (1961) proposed an invariant solution to the problem| that, instead of a at prior, oneshould use �J(�) / I(�)1=2;proportional to the square-root of the Fisher information. One an show (another good exerise)that this is invariant in the sense that �J(�) will exatly transform into �J(�) under the Jaobian ofthe transformation � 7! � = H(�) (see the disussion of hange-of-variables for Fisher Informationin the Week 4 notes). In the Bernoulli example, the Je�reys' prior is the Be(1=2; 1=2) or \arsin"prior, half-way between the other two.Example: PoissonIf n observations fXig iid� Po(�), what is an objetive posterior estimate for �? What is an objetiveinterval estimate for �?The log-likelihood for a single observation X � Po(�) is `(�) = X log �� �� logX!, so the Fisherinformation and (improper) Je�reys' Rule prior density areI(�) = 1=� �J(�) / ��1=21f�>0g:The resulting posterior is �J(� j x) � Ga(X+ + 1=2; n) with shape parameter one-half plus X+ :=Pnj=1Xj and rate parameter n, so the squared-error Bayes estimate isEJ [� j x℄ = 1=2 +X+n = �Xn + 1=2nand a one-sided redible interval of level  would be[0; qgamma(; 0:5+ sum(x); length(x))℄For example, with n = 12 and X+ = 0 (zero events in monthly observations for a year), theposterior mean and one-sided 90% redible interval would beE[� j X℄ = 1=24 = 0:04167 P[� 2 [0; R℄ j x℄ = 0:90 for R = 0:112731Page 4Page 4Page 4



STA 532 Week 5 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 5 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 5 R L WolpertA number of other approahes have been made toward the goal of objetive Bayesian analysis. Insome problems one would like to have proedures that are invariant under some transformations|for example, hanging the units from entimeters to kilometers, or temperature from Fahrenheit toCelsius. Typially these lead to shift-invariant improper uniform prior distributions d� for loationparameters and sale-invariant improper d�=� priors for sale fators. See (Bernardo, 1979; Berger,1985; Berger et al., 2009) for more on invariant, Je�reys', and partiularly \Referene" priors.In multiparameter problems the Je�reys' Rule prior �J(�) / det(I(�))1=2 is still invariant undersmooth hanges of variables, but leading experts in Objetive Bayesian analysis don't reommend it.The Referene priors �R(�) they do reommend are often quite diÆult to derive, but a simple alter-native that often works well is the \omponent-wise Je�reys' prior", the produt of one-dimensionalJe�reys' priors for the omponents of �.Consisteny, EÆieny, Asymptoti Normality, & suhWe know that the MLE �̂n(X) based on the �rst n observations fXig iid� f(x j �) onverges to �as n ! 1 under mild regularity onditions, and that pn��n(X) � �� is asymptotially normally-distributed with mean zero and variane I(�)�1, the minimum possible. Does something like thishappen for Bayesian estimators?In a word, yes. Provided that �(�) > 0 throughout � and that the LHF Ln(� j x) separates points(i.e., that Ln(�0 j x)=Ln(� j x) ! 0 as n1 for any �0 6= �), then the posterior mean ��n onvergesto � almost-surely as n!1 under mild regularity onditions (prinipally that �(�) is ontinuousat �, that � is not a boundary point of �, and that Ln(� j x) has a unique maximum �̂n(x) foreah x 2 X and is twie ontinuously di�erentiable there). Furthermore, the Bernstein-von Misestheorem (sometimes alled the \Bayesian Central Limit Theorem" or BCLT) asserts under minorregularity that pn �� � ��n� has approximately a No�0; I(�?)�1� distribution, for any prior density�(�) ontinuous and positive in a neighborhood of the value �? used to generate the data.Thus the large-sample properties of Bayes estimators are idential to those of the MLE: both areasymptotially unbiased, onsistent, eÆient, and normally distributed. The di�erenes arise forsmall samples, where the prior distribution may play more of a role, and where \shrinkage" maylead to substantially smaller risk for some regions in �.Bayesian Hierarhial ModelsGive example| say, volanoesReferenesBerger, J. O. (1985), Statistial Deision Theory and Bayesian Analysis, Springer-Verlag, seondedition.Berger, J. O., Bernardo, J. M., and Sun, D. (2009), \The Formal De�nition of Referene Priors,"Annals of Statistis, 37, 905{938. Page 5Page 5Page 5
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